
Aims 
How to adjust your V-brakes for more control and safety.

Looking after your bike is easier than you might think. 

If you are unsure about any adjustments that you make, 
then seek advice from a competent person.

What you will need

5 mm hex key  Crosshead screwdriver

How to adjust your brakes



Where to start - checking your brakes

Before diving into adjusting your V-brakes, be sure to inspect the 

brake block itself. First thing to check for is excessive wear Also 

look for any bent or broken parts. 

The cradle on the left brake arm is there to hold the brake noodle. If 

either the v-brakes noodle or cradle are bent (see picture), your 

brake might not function properly. Also review the brake pads. The 

easiest way to do this is to remove the wheel. 

Most pads have lines on them to indicate when they need to be 

replaced (see picture).

Also inspect the pad surface for bits of metal that can damage the 

bicycles rim , remove metal or replace pad.
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Cable condition

There are two parts you need to inspect. The brake cables, and the brake 

housing. The inner cable is the wound steel cable that moves when you 

squeeze the lever. The brake housing (outer cable) can come in many 

different colours, but is almost always plastic coated with the inner cable 

running through it. Check the cable for rust, frays or kinks and replace if 

needed. Check the housing for cracks or splitting. Finally, check that the 

cable moves through the housing freely without resistance.

Pad placement
V-Brake pads get adjusted by fitting a 5mm Hex Key to back side of the 

brake pad. The pad sits on a pair of conical washers which allow the pad 

to move and fit snuggly against the wheel rim 

The easiest way to adjust the brake pad is to hold the left brake arm with 

your right hand (or the right brake with your left hand) and place your 

pointer finger along the bottom of the pad (see image). Loosen the 5mm 

fitting with your hex key and use the key and your pointer finger to align 

the pad. 

To properly align the pad, you need to center the pad between the top 

and bottom edge of the rim. The pad should be positioned so that no part 

hits the tyre or misses the face of the rim.



How to center V brakes

Once the pads are fitted correctly placed properly, the next thing to do is to 

check whether your brakes are ‘centered’ This entails adjusting the brake 

springs to ensure the pads are both an equal distance from the wheel rim. 

Adjusting the brake springs is as simple as tightening or loosening the 

adjustment screws at the bottom of each brake arm. Start on the brake 

arm that has the most adjustment (Fig 1) . Determine the amount of 

adjustment by how far in or out the adjustment screws are in the brake (see 

image). Remember that screwing the adjustment screw in will move the 

pad away from the rim (the opposite of what you might expect).                                                        

Adjust brakes until they are centered (Fig 2).

Cable tension on v-brakes
Once the pads are adjusted and the brakes are centered, you need to 

make sure that the brake engages with the correct amount of lever pull. 

The easiest way to do this is to position the end of the noodle on the end 

of the noodle cradle (fig 1). Loosen the cable pinch bolt, pull the cable tight 

by hand were the cable comes through the pinch bolt, tighten the cable 

pinch bolt, then position the noodle correctly and you are set to go! (fig 2)
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Brake Lever adjustment 

If the brake levers feel comfortable you are done. However, if the levers 

engage the brakes too fast or too slow then the cable tension should be 

adjusted. This is a simple adjustment which can be done by hand.

Brakes need to be effective. You should be able to fully apply the brake, 

stopping the bike, long before the brake levers meet the handlebars.

If the levers engage too fast you need to turn the barrel adjuster clockwise 

into the brake lever (be sure to loosen off the locking nut first ). 

If the levers engage too slowly you need to turn the barrel adjuster

anti-clockwise until the engagement feels comfortable. 

Then screw the locknut to make sure it doesn't move out of adjustment.

Most brake levers have a setscrew on the body of the brake lever which 

allows the lever to be set closer to the handle bars. The lever ‘reach’ can 

then be set according to the riders hand size and reach. To bring the lever 

towards the grip: tighten the setscrew by turning the screw clockwise. This 

operation also tightens the brakes so you may need to adjust the barrel 

adjuster – see above.
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Troubleshooting 

Once you have set your brakes, you may encounter some common 

problems like squealing and grinding noises, or just no power. A few 

simple tricks will resolve most of these issues.

 1- The brake pads may appear to be in great shape, but due to age, 

be hard to operate properly. Switching the old pads for new ones 

can help quieten noisy brakes and add power.

 2- Pads that are exposed to long descents can generate a hard glaze 

over the pad surface. A few quick brushes with a flat file can knock 

off the glaze and quieten the brakes.

 3- The rim surface can get contaminated over time. Rubbing it down 

with sandpaper or steel wool can go a long way to increase braking 

power and reduce noise. You could also try rubbing lemon juice onto 

the rim, this removes contaminants, allow to dry before riding.

 4- Finally, you can apply a little grease or oil to the brake cables 

where they enter the housing. Be careful to ensure lubricant 

doesn’t get on the brake blocks or wheel rim.

 For further information on any of the brake adjustments in this guide 

have a look online, there are lots of ‘how to’ tutorials.

 If you are unsure about any adjustments that you make, then 

seek advice from a competent person.

https://havefunbiking.com/wp-admin/post.php?post=10445&action=edit
https://havefunbiking.com/wp-admin/post.php?post=9215&action=edit

